Fisher Phillips Recognized Among The Top Labor and Employment Law Firms by Chambers USA
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ATLANTA (May 1, 2020) – Fisher Phillips, a national labor and employment law firm representing employers, has earned notable recognition in the 2020 edition of Chambers USA.

The firm was again ranked as one of the top Labor and Employment law firms in the country, earned rankings for Labor and Employment Law in 14 states, and 38 attorneys from across the country earned individual rankings as leading practitioners.

Chambers USA, the nationally recognized client guide of America’s top law firms and lawyers, determines rankings through thousands of in-depth interviews with randomly selected attorneys, clients, and businesses. The guide reflects a law firm’s performance in key areas including value, professional conduct, commercial astuteness, client service, diligence, industry knowledge, commitment, technical ability, efficiency, and other qualities stated as most valued by the client.

The following is the list of ranked Fisher Phillips attorneys for Labor and Employment Law:

Colorado
Todd A. Fredrickson

Florida
Steven M. Bernstein
Suzanne K. Bogdan
Charles S. Caulkins

ATTORNEYS
Mason G. Alexander
Joseph W. Ambash
Davis C. Bae
Clarence M. Belnavis
Steven M. Bernstein
Thomas J. Birchfield
Suzanne K. Bogdan
Michael D. Carrouth
Charles S. Caulkins
Walter W. Christy
J. Randall Coffey
Theresa M. Connolly
Laurel K. Cornell
Steven R. Cupp
Cynthia Blevins Doll
Daniel E. Farrington
Brian J. Finucane
Todd A. Fredrickson
Rosemary S. Gousman
Raymond C. Haley III
Edward F. Harold
Susan Hartmus Hiser
Cynthia M. Jacob
Terry E. Lardakis
Scott M. Mahoney
Jeffrey E. Mandel
C. F. W. Manning II
Richard A. Millisor
Stephen C. Mitchell
Gregory V. Murray
Jeffrey E. Mandel

**Kentucky**  
Thomas J. Birchfield  
Laurel K. Cornell  
Cynthia Blevins Doll  
Raymond C. Haley III

**Louisiana**  
Walter W. Christy  
Edward F. Harold  
Keith M. Pyburn Jr.  
Timothy H. Scott

**Maryland**  
Daniel E. Farrington

**Massachusetts**  
Joseph W. Ambash

**Michigan**  
Susan Hartmus Hiser  
Gregory V. Murray

**Mississippi**  
Steven R. Cupp

**Missouri**  
J. Randall Coffey  
Brian J. Finucane

**Nevada**  
Scott M. Mahoney  
Mark J. Ricciardi

**New Jersey**  
Rosemary S. Gousman  
Cynthia M. Jacob
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North Carolina
Mason G. Alexander

Ohio
Terry E. Lardakis
Richard A. Millisor

Oregon
Clarence M. Belnavis

Pennsylvania
Christopher P. Stief

South Carolina
Michael D. Carrouth
Fred Manning II
Stephen C. Mitchell
J. Hagood Tighe

Tennessee
Jeff Weintraub

Texas
Stephen J. Roppolo
Teresa S. Valderrama

Virginia
Theresa M. Connolly

Washington
Davis Bae [Recognized for Immigration Law]

About Fisher Phillips [www.fisherphillips.com]
Fisher Phillips is a national labor and employment law firm serving employers. The firm is committed to providing the highest level of client service for every matter it handles. Fisher Phillips has more than 400 attorneys in over 35 offices.